Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word:

1. What type of career path did you want to go down as a ________? TEEN
2. Would you object to ________ filmed or observed while you work? BE
3. How much ________ would it take to become a footballer? DEDICATE
4. Would you ever quit a job because you found it too ________? EASE
5. Is it overly ________ to try to become a celebrity? AMBITION
6. Do you expect to be ________ in your future career? SUCCEED
7. Is it ok to deduct an employee’s pay because of ________ to equipment? BREAK
8. What types of job do you think would be ________? BEAR
9. Is it ________ to get work experience before finishing your degree? SENSE
10. Do you have the ________ and skill sets to achieve your goals? ABLE
11. Have you ever lost a job because of ________ in the workplace? LAZY
12. Is ________ a good reason to change jobs? BORE
13. Where is the best place to get ________ about workers rights? INFORM
15. Are you happy with your career ________? CHOOSE
Answers:

1. What type of career path did you want to go down as a **teenager**?
2. Would you object to being filmed or observed while you work?
3. How much **dedication** would it take to become a footballer?
4. Would you ever quit a job because you found it too **easy**?
5. Is it overly **ambitious** to try to become a celebrity?
6. Do you expect to be **successful** in your future career?
7. Is it ok to deduct an employee’s pay because of **breakages** to equipment?
8. What types of job do you think would be **unbearable**?
9. Is it **sensible** to get work experience before finishing your degree?
10. Do you have the **abilities** and skill sets to achieve your goals?
11. Have you ever lost a job because of **laziness** in the workplace?
12. Is **boredom** a good reason to change jobs?
13. Where is the best place to get **information** about workers’ rights?
14. Is it **affordable** to live and work in London?
15. Are you happy with your career **choice**?